We have presented an approach to automatic document summarization. In the proposed approach, text summarization is modeled as a quadratic integer-programming problem. This model generally attempts to optimize three properties, namely, (1) relevance: summary should contain informative textual units that are relevant to the user; (2) redundancy: summaries should not contain multiple textual units that convey the same information; and (3) length: summary is bounded in length. To solve the optimization problem we have created a novel di®erential evolution algorithm. Experimental results on DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets showed that the proposed approach outperforms the other methods.
Introduction
With the rapid growing popularity of the Internet and electronic government, obtaining the desired information within a short amount of time becomes a serious problem in the information age. 1À3 As such, new technologies that can process information e±ciently are very necessary. Automatic document summarization is an essential technology to overcome this obstacle. 3À5 Automatic document summarization is one of the tasks that have long been studied in natural language processing. This task is the process of automatically creating a concise version of a text containing the main content of the original document. systems, being returned by search system instead of full document. Thus, an indicative summary is aimed at helping the user to decide whether to read the information source, or not. By contrast, informative summaries provide a digest for full document, retaining important details, while reducing information volume. 11 The summary type factor is similar to the style output factor indicated by Jones, 6 who identi¯es three of the same types of summary as Tucker, indicative, informative and critical, and an additional one, aggregative, in which varied or multiple sources are summarized in relation to each other.
Depending on the number of documents to be summarized, the summary can be a single-document or a multi-document. Single-document summarization can only condense one document into a shorter representation, whereas multi-document summarization can condense a set of documents into a summary. Multi-document summarization can be considered as an extension of single-document summarization and used for precisely describing the information contained in a cluster of documents and facilitate users to understand the document cluster. Since it combines and integrates the information across documents, it performs knowledge synthesis and knowledge discovery, and can be used for knowledge acquisition. 8,12À14 Furthermore, there are two approaches for document summarization: supervised and unsupervised. 6, 8, 11, 14, 15 The supervised approaches treat document summarization as a classi¯cation and the task formalize as identifying whether a sentence should be included in the summary or not. However, they require training samples. The unsupervised methods usually utilize clustering algorithms to score the sentences in the documents by combining a set of prede¯ned features.
12,15À21
The summarization task can also be categorized as either generic or queryoriented. A query-oriented summary presents the information that is more relevant to the given queries, while a generic summary gives an overall sense of the document's content. 22, 23 Generally, automatic document summarization methods can be divided into two categories: abstractive and extractive. Abstraction can be described as \reading and understanding the text to recognize its content which is then compiled in a concise text". 24 In general, an abstract can be described as summary comprising concepts/ideas taken from the source which are then`reinterpreted' and presented in a di®erent form. An extract is a summary consisting of units of text taken from the source and presented verbatim. 24 In fact, majority of researches have been focused on summary extraction, which selects the pieces such as keywords, sentences or even paragraph from the source to generate a summary.
In this paper, we focus on the unsupervised generic text summarization, which generates a summary by extracting key textual units in given document. Automatic document summarization that provides users with a condensed version of the original text, tries to release our reading burden, and most summarization today still relies on extraction of sentences from the original document. This is because the grammatical correctness on sentence level is guaranteed. Whether is it extractive or abstractive automatic summarization, the common challenges are content selection and linguistic quality (readability) control. Content selection includes how to identify the important content, remove the redundant content and keep the high content coverage. Methods of keeping the content to be coherent and°uent are very signi¯cant for linguistic quality. In our research, we only focus on the extractive content selection and do not do anything about linguistic quality.
In general, a document contains a major topic, and the major topic consists of several subtopics. The summary sentences should include most of all the subtopics. Therefore, when doing summarization, if to focusing only on the sentences with higher relevance scores to the whole document, the summary extracted sentences are inclined to sentences in the subtopics, sentences of which are distributed widely. Moreover, the subtopics whose sentences are not distributed widely will be ignored. On the other hand, simply selecting sentences with high relevance scores may cause redundancy, i.e., some of those selected sentences may provide the same or similar information. This problem becomes more critical in multi-document summarization. Since as a condensed version of the original input documents, the overall coverage of a summary is as important as the relevance of each individual sentence included in the summary. For this reason, when extracting summary sentences, we not only focus on the relevance scores of sentences to the whole document, but also the sentence-to-sentence relation. Motivated by recent progress in optimization-based document summarization 25À27 in this paper we propose a novel optimization-based document summarization model which simultaneously considers content coverage and redundancy. Finally, to solve the optimization problem we created a novel adaptive di®erential evolution (DE) algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as following: Sec. 2 introduces the brief review of the document summarization methods. The proposed generic text summarization model is presented in Sec. 3. Section 4 presents the algorithm to solve the optimization problem. The experiments and results are given in Sec 5. Finally, Sec. 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Extractive document summarization has been widely studied recently. Researchers all over the world working on document summarization are trying di®erent directions to¯nd out the methods that provide the best results. Up to now, various extraction-based techniques have been proposed for generic document summarization. 28 In automatic document summarization, the selection process of the distinct ideas included in the document is called diversity. The diversity is very important evidence serving to control the redundancy in the summarized text and produce more appropriate summary. Some researchers began to look for explicit ways to reduce redundancy and thus enhance the diversity of the content of the produced summary. The pioneer work for diversity-based text summarization is MMR 22 (maximal marginal relevance). MMR maximizes marginal relevance in retrieval and summarization. The sentence with high maximal relevance means, it is highly relevant to the query and less similar to the already selected sentences. Unlike the MMR that uses greedy approach to sentence selection and redundancy removal, the clustering-based approaches 12,16À20,29,30 control redundancy in the¯nal summary by clustering sentences to identify themes of common information and selecting one or two representative sentences from each cluster in to the¯nal summary. The clustering is used as an e®ective tool for¯nding the diversity among the sentences. In Ref. 31 , two methods were used to¯nd the diversity: the¯rst one is a preliminary way where the document sentences are clustered based on the similarity and all resulting clusters are presented as a tree containing a binary tree for each group of similar sentences. The second way is to apply the proposed method on each branch in the tree to select one sentence as summary sentence. The clustering algorithm and binary tree were used as helping factor for¯nding the most distinct topics in the text. Nomoto and Matsumoto 29 presented a new unsupervised approach for text summarization where evaluation does not rely on matching extracts against human-made summaries but measuring the loss of information in extracts in terms of retrieval performance. This approach¯rst clusters the sentences and uses the obtained sentence clusters to generate a summary. Recently proposed model, called FGB 30 (factorization with given bases), for document clustering and summarization uses both word-document matrix and word-sentence matrix. Many works 12,16À20 proposed the clustering-based document summarization methods. The proposed methods provide a high diversity in the summary. These methods¯rst cluster the sentences and then evaluate the topic-based saliency of the sentences.
In recent years, di®erent graph-based methods have been proposed for document summarization. The graph-based methods¯rst construct a graph representing the sentence relationships at di®erent granularities and then evaluate the topic-biased saliency of the sentences based on the graph. Wan and Xiao 32 considered the withindocument relationships and the cross-document relationships between sentences as two separate modalities, and proposed to use the multi-modality manifold-ranking algorithm to fuse the two modalities. A transductive approach 33 for extractive multidocument summarization identi¯es topic themes within a document collection, which help to identify two sets of relevant and irrelevant sentences to a question. It rst de¯nes a prior probability of relevance for every sentence using the set of keywords associated to a given question and then iteratively learns a scoring function, which¯ts the prior probabilities, and minimizes the number of irrelevant sentences scored above the relevant ones.
Topic-based document summarization model based on probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) 34 for producing a summary consists of three steps: First, it associates sentences and queries with a representation in the latent topic space of a PLSA model by estimating their mixing proportions. Then computes several sentence-level features based on the similarity of sentence and query distributions over latent topics. Finally, combines individual feature scores linearly into an overall sentence score to create a ranking, which it uses to select sentences for the summary estimating content-terms, it makes full use of the relevant feature and the information richness feature for assigning importance to each of them. With summary content terms being identi¯ed correctly, the candidate sentences are ranked and best sentences are selected to form the summary.
Ouyang et al. 23 proposed a novel ranking approach that incorporates intertopic information mining. Intertopic information, in contrast to intratopic information, is able to reveal pairwise topic relationships and thus can be considered as the bridge across di®erent topics. To extract this information, the authors model the topic relationship by clustering all the words in both known and unknown topics according to various kinds of word conceptual labels, which indicate the roles of the words in the topic. Wei et al. 36 proposed a novel ranking framework, called Interactive Ranking (iRANK), which allows two base rankers to \teach" each other before combination during the ranking process by providing their own ranking results as feedback to the others to boost the ranking performance. Shen et al. 37 proposed a novel CRF (Conditional Random Fields)-based approach for document summarization, where the summarization task is treated as a sequence-labeling problem. By applying the e®ective sequence-labeling algorithm CRF, they provided a framework to consider all available features that include the interactions between sentences.
In Ref. 38 , a novel summarization model based on fractal theory has been presented. This model creates the summary of a document using a recursive deterministic algorithm based on the hierarchical document structure. The original document is represented as a fractal tree according to its structure. The system extracts the sentences from the top level to the lower levels.
In Ref. 39 , a novel generic document summarization method using the generic relevance of a sentence based on negative matrix factorization (NMF) is presented. The proposed method has the following advantage: NMF selects more meaningful sentences than the LSA-related methods, because it can use more intuitively interpretable semantic features and grasp the innate structure of documents. Wang et al. 40 proposed a Bayesian sentence-based topic model (BSTM) for multi-document summarization by using both the word-document and word-sentence associations. The BSTM models the probability distributions of selecting sentences' given topics and provides a principled way for the summarization task. Tao et al. 41 have designed word-based and sentence-based association networks and proposed word and sentence weighting approaches based on the amount of co-occurrence information they contain, and applied to text summarization. HybHSum 42 formulates multi-document summarization as a prediction problem based on a two-step hybrid model: a generative model for hierarchical topic discovery and a regression model for inference.
Selecting the best summary is a global optimization problem in comparison with simply pursing the local greedy approximation as in the procedure of selecting the best sentences. 43À47 Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou 48 modeled extractive document summarization as a maximum coverage problem that aims at covering as many conceptual units as possible by selecting some sentences. McDonald 49 formalized text summarization as a knapsack problem and obtained the global solution and its approximate solutions. The scoring function they de¯ned was similar to MMR. 22 In Ref. 50 , text summarization is represented as maximum coverage problem with knapsack constraint. One of the advantages of this representation is that it can directly model whether each concept in the given documents is covered by the summary or not, and can dispense with rather counter-intuitive approaches such as giving penalty to each pair of two similar sentences. In Ref. 51 , text summarization formalized as a budgeted median problem. This model covers the whole document cluster through sentence assignment, since in this model; one of the selected sentences represents every sentence as much as possible. An advantage of this method is that it can incorporate asymmetric relations between sentences in a natural manner. The proposed method is somewhat similar to methods based on sentence clustering 30 in a sense that both methods generate some sets of sentences. However, there is a big di®erence between these two methods. While the methods based on sentence clustering generate sets of similar sentences, the proposed method attempts to generate the sentence sets, each of which has one selected sentence and contains sentences entailed by the selected sentence.
It is important to note that an optimization approach to document summarization also has been investigated in our previous works.
43À47,25À27 The main di®erences between this work and our previous works 25À27 consist in followings:
. In Refs. 26 and 27, document summarization was formalized as a linear assignment problem where the objective function is de¯ned as a linear combination 27 and as a ratio 26 of the coverage and redundancy objectives. In Ref. 8, the objective functions are de¯ned as a weighted linear combination and a weighted harmonic mean of the coverage and redundancy objectives where the content coverage of each sentence is de¯ned by the sum of its similarity to the other sentences in collection. Note that these combinations, with tuning of the weighting parameters, allow getting the best summary. In the present paper, the document summarization is modeled as a quadratic assignment problem. . In Ref. 26 , content coverage of each sentence is de¯ned by its similarity to the center of sentence collection and in Ref. 27 it is de¯ned by the similarity of sentence to the whole document collection. It is known 12 that the similarity measure plays an important role in text summarization. Therefore, to investigate how the relative contributions from the di®erent similarity measure the in°uence of the summarization performance, 27 the objective function is de¯ned as a weighted linear combination of two objective functions based on the cosine and the NGDbased similarity measures. Here a weighting parameter speci¯es the relative contributions to the¯nal information richness of sentences from the cosine and the NGD-based measures. . Finally, the created algorithms solving the optimization problems are di®erent.
For example, in Ref. 27 the optimization problem is solved using PSO-LDW (PSO with linearly decreasing inertia weight) algorithm, while in Ref. 25 , a novel algorithm PSO with nonlinearly decreasing inertia weight (PSO-NLDW) is created to solve the optimization problems. The main advantage of PSO-NLDW is that it is an adaptive, i.e., the value of inertia weight for each particle at every iteration depends on its¯tness. However, in this paper, to solve the optimization problem we have created an adaptive DE algorithm.
In addition, it should be noted that the models proposed in previous works and in this study guarantee that the main content of the document collection will be covered by the summary and in the summary, there will not be multiple sentences that convey the same information.
The Similarity Measure
Similarity measure plays an important role in the di®erent¯elds of text related research, such as natural language processing, information retrieval, intuitionistic fuzzy sets and text mining.
52À56
In order to process the documents, we must formalize sentences. Most of text organizing approaches adopt vector space model (VSM) to represent sentence, that is to say, each unique term in vocabulary represents one dimension in feature vector space. Words are the best terms because they are semantic units.
. . . ; s n g, where N is the number of documents, n is the number of sentences, and s i denotes ith sentence in S. Let T ¼ ft 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t m g represents all the terms in S, where m is the number of di®erent terms. Using VSM, sentences are represented as vectors. In this model each sentence s i is located as a point in a m-dimensional vector space, s i ¼ ½w i1 ; . . . ; w im . A vector consists of its terms and term's weights.
The idea behind term weighting is to assign a weight to represent the importance of a term. The raw frequency of a term only states how often a term occurs in a sentence without measuring the importance of that term within the sentence or within the whole collection. Di®erent weighting schemes are available. The most common and popular one is the tf-isf weighting scheme. It combines local and global weighting of a term.
Local term weighting. It measures the importance of a term within a sentence:
where m ik is the number of occurrence of term t k in sentence s i , m i is the number of terms in sentence s i . This formula assigns a higher weight to terms that occur often in a sentence. Global term weighting. The inverse sentence frequency (isf) measures the importance of a term within the sentence collection.
Here n is the number of all sentences in the collection and n k denotes the number of sentences in which term t k appears. A term that occurs in every sentence of the collection gets a lower isf value. This re°ects the fact that it is not as signi¯cant for the distinction between sentences as the terms that rarely occur throughout the sentence collection. This results in the tf-isf weighting scheme:
where the weight w ik of a term t k in a sentence s i is de¯ned by the product of the local weight of term t k in sentence s i and the global weight of term t k . The isf factor has been introduced to improve the discriminating power of terms. The similarity measures can be divided into two types based on whether the ordering of sentences is taken into account, i.e., symmetric and asymmetric. A symmetric measure yields the same result regardless of the ordering of two sentences, i.e., simðs i ; s l Þ ¼ simðs l ; s i Þ. An asymmetric measure yields di®erent results for di®erent orderings of two sentences, i.e., simðs i ; s l Þ 6 ¼ simðs l ; s i Þ. In this section, we introduce some popular measures for each type separately and their combination.
The Cosine measure
The Cosine measure is the most popular symmetric measure for evaluating text similarity based on the VSM. If a sentence can be represented as a vector, we can simply obtain the similarity between two sentences. Thus, the cosine similarity between two sentences s i ¼ ½w i1 ; . . . ; w im and s j ¼ ½w j1 ; . . . ; w jm can be de¯ned as:
The Jaccard measure
Another popular symmetric measure in text mining is Jaccard measure. The sentence representation is the same with the Cosine measure and the term weights are all based on the tf-isf calculation. The similarity function of the Jaccard measure is as following:
The overlap measure
A typical asymmetric metric is the overlap measure. The overlap measure is computed by comparing the current sentence s i with any sentence s j , as de¯ned in Eq. (6):
The Jaccard and overlap measures di®er from the Cosine measure in that they normalize the inner product of two sentence vectors in di®erent ways.
A combined measure
As analyzed in Ref. 54 , the strength of symmetric measures and asymmetric measures may complement each other. Therefore, in this section, we propose a framework for measuring the similarity between sentences by a combination of both types of similarity measures. The goal of the combined measure is to integrate their merits. An advantage of this method is that it incorporates symmetric and asymmetric relations between sentences in a natural manner.
For the combining strategy, we formulate a new framework of measuring through the weighted harmonic mean of two types of similarity measures, as de¯ned in Eq. (7):
where is the weighting parameter ranging from 0 to 1, i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; n. The larger the , the heavier the weight for the symmetric measure. In Sec. 6.7, we will discuss the e®ects of weight variation in detail.
Two di®erent combined measures can be generated from this new framework using Eq. (7), i.e., as follows:
Problem Statement and Its Modeling
We attempt to¯nd a subset of the sentences S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g that covers the main content of the document. If we suppose that S 2 S is the set of sentences constituting a summary, then the similarity between the collection and the summary is going to be simðS; SÞ, which we would like to maximize. We next have to impose the cardinality constraint on this maximization so that we can obtain a summary of length L or shorter.
In multi-document summarization, the number of the documents to be summarized can be very large. This makes information redundancy problem appear to be more serious in multi-document summarization than in single-document summarization. Redundancy removal becomes an inevitable process. Since our focus in this study is the design of e®ective sentence selection model, we apply the following simple yet e®ective sentence selection principle.
Let x i be binary variable, x i ¼ 1 when s i is selected; otherwise, x i ¼ 0. Let each sentence s i be associated with a positive weight i , which is de¯ned as follows:
i ¼ simðs i ; OÞ P n j¼1 simðs j ; OÞ
where O is the center of the collection S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g, kth coordinate o k of the center O is calculated as:
The weight (10) de¯nes the relative relevancy of the sentence s i to the main content of the collection S.
Thus, document summarization model, providing maximum relevancy and minimum redundancy, called MR&MR-Sum, can be formulated as follows:
subject to
where l i is the length of sentence s i . The number of words or bytes measures the summary and sentence length. The objective function (11) guarantees that the main content of the document will be covered by the summary, i.e., the summary will be relevance to the user. It is provided by the multiplier i Á j . This function also guarantees that in the summary there will not be multiple sentences that convey the same information, i.e., a minimum redundancy in summary will be guaranteed. It is provided by the multiplier 1 À simðs i ; s j Þ. Constraint (12) limits the length of summary. (13) is the integrality constraint on x i which is automatically satis¯ed in the problem above.
Many optimization techniques are available to solve the integer-programming problem. The classical optimization method like dynamic programming, branch and bound, and Lagrangian Relaxation are the widely used conventional techniques. Dynamic programming method has a dimensionality problem. That is, with the increase in problem size, the solution time increases rapidly with the number of variables (the problem size). Lagrangian Relaxation method provides a fast solution, it su®ers from numerical convergence and the solution quality due to the dual nature of the algorithm is poor. In branch-and-bound method, the computational time increases enormously for a large-dimensional problem. Therefore, arti¯cial intelligence techniques like, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, tabu search, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization and arti¯cial bee colony algorithm are used. These are population-based search techniques and can search for the global or near global optimal solution for any large-scale integer-programming problem easily incorporating all problem constraints. Though many techniques are developed to solve integer-programming problem, no technique has been accepted as the best so far. In this context, the objective of this work is to demonstrate a new approach for solving a document summarization problem, in particular, nonlinear integer-programming problem, aiming to provide a practical alternative for conventional methods.
DE Algorithm
Many techniques can be used to solve the optimization problem (11)À(13). In our study, the problem (11)À(13) was optimized using a DE algorithm. The DE algorithm proposed by Storn and Price 57, 58 is a formidable population-based optimizer, which has been widely applied in practice.
DE is established on the framework of genetic algorithms. It has three operators À À À mutation, crossover and selection, which are similar to genetic algorithms. However, the mutation in DE is a distinct innovation. It is based on the di®erence of di®erent individuals, borrowing ideas from the NelderÀMead Simplex method. A general notation for DE is DE/x/y/z where x speci¯es the base vector to be mutated, y is the number of di®erence vectors used, and z denotes the crossover scheme. 
where p ¼ 1; . . . ; N P ; N P is the population size.
Population initialization
The initial population of solutions is¯lled with N P number of randomly generated n-dimensional real-valued vectors. Each solution in initial population (at time t ¼ 0) is generated as follows:
where rand p;i is a uniformly distributed random number in the range ½0; 1 and is initiated independently for each component of the pth vector. u min;i and u max;i are the lower and upper bounds for the dimension i, respectively.
Fitness computation and constraint handling
To evaluate the quality of a solution provided by a chromosome, it is necessary to have a¯tness function. The¯tness value is an indicator of the quality of a chromosome as a solution candidate to the optimization problem under study.
In computing the value of¯tness function, a penalty term is added to the¯tness function in order to convert the constrained problem into an unconstrained one. An additional term is determined by penalizing the infeasible solutions with ð > 0Þ. Fitness function is formally de¯ned as follows:
where problem variables x i are de¯ned by the decoding rule (28) described in Sec. 5.8. The¯rst multiplier f ðXÞ in Eq. (16) is the objective function (11) . The second multiplier is de¯ned as an additional penalty function for maximization. represents the cost of overloaded summary. Initial value of is set by the user. If a solution is not feasible the second term will be less one and therefore the search will be directed to a feasible solution. If the summary length is not exceeded, this term will be one to ensure not penalized. The parameter can be increased during the run to penalize infeasible solutions and drive the search to feasible ones that means the adaptive control of the penalty costs:
where t max is the maximum number of generations, À and þ are the start and the end values of the parameter which we set as: À ¼ 0:1 and þ ¼ 0:5.
Mutation operator
The most classical DE variant is binomial DE/rand/1/bin. 58, 59 In this variant, for the mutation of the pth individual U p ðtÞ, three di®erent individuals U p1 ðtÞ, U p2 ðtÞ and U p3 ðtÞ with p1 6 ¼ p2 6 ¼ p3 6 ¼ p will be randomly chosen from the population to generate a mutant vector. The mutant vector V p ðtÞ ¼ ½v p;1 ðtÞ; . . . ; v p;n ðtÞ can be expressed as follows:
where F is a positive control parameter for scaling the di®erence vector, that typically lies in the interval ½0:4; 1:0. 58À60 In Refs. 59 and 60, it is said that values of F smaller than 0.4 and greater than 1.0 are not occasionally e®ective.
Another typical DE variant is DE/best/2/bin. 58 It shares much similarity with DE/rand/1/bin except for mutation strategy. The DE/best/2 mutation can be described as follows:
where U best ðtÞ is the best individual in the current generation, U p1 ðtÞ, U p2 ðtÞ, U p3 ðtÞ and U p4 ðtÞ are four di®erent individuals randomly chosen from the current population.
The following two DE mutation strategies are also used in the literature: DE/ target-to-best/1.
59,60
V p ðtÞ ¼ U p ðtÞ þ F 1 Á ðU best ðtÞ À U p ðtÞÞ þ F 2 Á ðU p1 ðtÞ À U p2 ðtÞÞ; ð20Þ
where F 1 and F 2 are the positive control parameters for scaling the di®erence vectors. Notice that (18) and (21) are identical for 
where, as before, rand p;i is a uniformly distributed random number lying between 0 and 1, which is called anew for each ith component of the pth parameter vector. In Eq. (25), the crossover rate CR is a user-speci¯ed constant within the range ½0; 1, which controls the fraction of parameter values copied from the mutant vector. The crossover rate CR is a probability of mixing between trial and target vectors. k is the randomly chosen integer in the set f1; . . . ; ng. The condition i ¼ k is introduced to ensure that the trial vector Z p ðtÞ will di®er from its corresponding target vector U p ðtÞ by at least one component. 57À62
Selection
If the trial vector yields better value of the¯tness function, it replaces its target vector in the next generation; otherwise, the target vector is retained in the population: 
Note that in Eq. (26) the trial vector replaces the target vector even if both yields the same value of the¯tness function À À À a feature that enables DE-vectors to move over°at¯tness landscapes with generation.
Binarization
DE is a real-valued algorithm in its original version, therefore, when the DE is used in the proposed sentence selection model, binary version DE should be adopted. The binary DE is the modi¯ed version of DE, which operates in binary search spaces. In the binary DE, the real-valued chromosome is converted to the binary space by the rule 63 :
where sigmðÁÞ is the sigmoid function
Afterwards from the real-coded representations (14) and (15), we obtain the binary-coded representation, u p;i ðt þ 1Þ 2 f0; 1g.
Decoding
After binarization step (27) , we decode the representation U p ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½u p;1 ðt þ 1Þ; . . . ; u p;1 ðt þ 1Þ to the problem variables X ¼ ½x ij used for¯tness calculation (16) . This decoding scheme can be written by formula:
For example, the individual U p ðt þ 1Þ ¼ ½1; 0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 0 represents a candidate solution that¯rst, fourth and ninth sentences are selected to be included to the summary. For this example, the variables X ¼ ½x ij ,
Termination criterion
Mutation, crossover and selection operations continue until some termination criterion is reached. The termination criterion can be de¯ned in a few ways like: (1) by ā xed number of iterations t max , with a suitably large value of t max depending upon the complexity of the objective function; (2) when best¯tness of the population does not change appreciably over successive iterations; (3) by a speci¯ed CPU time limit; and alternatively (4) attaining a pre-speci¯ed objective function value. 56, 58, 60, 62, 64 According to our previous successful experience, 18, 19, 26 in this paper we use the¯rst one as the termination criteria, i.e., the algorithm terminates when the maximum number of generations t max is achieved.
Complexity analysis
Complexity analysis of the population-based stochastic search techniques like DE is a critical issue by its own right. 58 According to Ref. 51 the average runtime of a standard DE algorithm can be a®ected by several factors such as the number of terms, the number of sentences, the population size, the¯tness computation and the number of generations.
For analyzing the time complexity of proposed method, the di®erent steps are as follows:
(1) Initialization of population needs OðN P Â nÞ time where N P and n indicate the population size and the length of each vector in the DE, respectively. (2) Since the mutation and crossover operations are performed at the component level for each DE vector, then mutation and crossover require OðN P Â nÞ time each. (3) The time complexity for selection is OðN P Þ. . Complexity of computing similarity of n sentences to the center of document collection is OðN P Â n Â mÞ. . For updating the centers (of summaries) total complexity is OðN P Â mÞ. . Complexity of computing similarity between n sentences is OðN P Â m Â n 2 Þ.
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Therefore, the¯tness evaluation has total complexity OðN P Â m Â n 2 Þ. Thus summing up the above complexities, total time complexity becomes OðN P Â m Â n 2 Þ per generation. For maximum t max number of generations total complexity becomes OðN P Â m Â n 2 Â t max Þ.
The pseudo-code of the proposed DE algorithm
The proposed DE algorithm can be summarized as:
Step 1 (Input.Create initial population). Generate an initial population according to the rule (15).
Step 2 (Binarization and decoding). Convert the real-valued chromosome to the binary space by the rule (27) and decode it to the problem values by the scheme (29).
Step 3 (Evaluate initial population). Calculate the¯tness value of each chromosome in the population based on Eq. (16).
Step 4 (Select best chromosome). Select the chromosome with current best solution, U best ðtÞ.
Step 5 (Generate o®spring). Randomly choose two mutually di®erent chromosomes U p1 ðtÞ and U p2 ðtÞ from the same generation and generate o®spring by the rule (22).
Step 6 (Check the boundary constraints) Using Eq. (24) check the boundary constraints (15) for the components of the mutant vector.
Step 7 (Binarization and decoding). Convert the real-valued chromosome to the binary space by the rule (27) and decode it to the problem variables by the scheme (29).
Step 8 (Evaluate o®spring). Calculate the¯tness of the o®spring using Eq. (16).
Step 9 (Selection). Replace the parent by the o®spring in the next generation using Eq. (26).
Step 10 (Stopping criterion). Repeat steps 2-9 until a user-speci¯ed maximum number t max of¯tness calculations is achieved.
Step 11 (Output). Report the solution obtained by the best chromosome as thē nal solution at the maximum number of¯tness calculations.
Experiments
In this section, we conducted the experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
Data sets
We evaluated the proposed model on the DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets, both of which are open benchmark data sets from Document Understanding Conference (DUC) 65 for automatic summarization evaluation. DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets consist of 50 and 45 topics, respectively. Each topic of DUC2005 includes 25 $ 50 documents and each topic of DUC2007 includes a¯xed number À À À 25 documents. For each document cluster, several human summarizers are asked to provide a 250-word summary for automatic evaluation. Therefore, the task is to create a summary of no more than 250 words for each topic to answer the information expressed in the topic statement. These multiple \reference summaries" (gold standard) are used in the evaluation of our summary content. Table 1 gives some information of the data sets.
The document set of the TREC test collection is the set of news articles contained in the Los Angeles Times and Financial Times of London. The document set of the AQUAINT test collection is the set of documents contained in the AQUAINT Collection of English News Texts.
All the documents were segmented into sentences. We preprocessed each sentence by removing stopwords and stemming remaining words. For removing the stopwords, we used the stoplist from Ref. 66 which contains about 600 common words. Afterwards, the remaining words are stemmed by Porter scheme. 67 
Evaluation metrics
As for the evaluation metric, it is di±cult to come up with a universally accepted method to measure the quality of machine-generated summaries. In this work, we evaluated the system-generated summaries using the ROUGE-1.5.5 package 68 which has been widely adopted by DUC as the o±cial evaluation metric for text summarization since 2005. ROUGE measures summary quality by counting overlapping units such as the N-gram, word sequences and word pairs between the system summary and the reference summary.
In the following experiments, we report the recall value of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 since they highly correlated with human judgments. 69 For example, in DUC2005, ROUGE-2 has a Spearman correlation of 0.95 and a Pearson correlation of 0.97 compared with human evaluation, while ROUGE-SU4 has correlations of 0.94 and 0.96, respectively. 70 ROUGE-1 measures the overlap of unigrams between the system summary and the manual summaries created by human while ROUGE-2 compares the overlap of bigrams. ROUGE-SU4 measures the overlap of skip-bigrams with unigram scoring for a maximum skip distance of four. Skip-bigram measures the overlap of any pair words in their sentence order permitting arbitrary gaps. In general, the higher the ROUGE score, more similar the two compared summaries.
Simulation strategy and parameters for DE
The proposed DE algorithm has a number of control parameters that a®ect its performance. In this section, we discuss the in°uence of parameters like the population size N P , and the crossover constant CR. The population size. For investigation of the population size N P e®ect, the DE was executed with 100À500 chromosomes (keeping all other parameter settings same as reported in Table 2 ). Experiments showed that number of chromosomes more than 200 produced identical results.
The crossover constant. Provided all other parameters were¯xed at the values shown in Table 2 , we let DE run over several possible choices of the crossover constant CR. Speci¯cally we used random CR, CR ¼ 0:2, CR ¼ 0:3, CR ¼ 0:4, CR ¼ 0:5, CR ¼ 0:6, CR ¼ 0:7, CR ¼ 0:8, and CR ¼ 0:9. It was observed that for both data sets, the best convergence behavior of DE was obtained for CR ¼ 0:7.
The optimization procedure used here is stochastic in nature. Hence, it was run several times for each data set and similarity measure (10) and (11) . The results reported in this section are over 40 runs for each data set and similarity measure (10) and (11) . Each run was continued up to 2000¯tness evaluation. Table 2 lists all the parameter settings of the DE algorithm for both data sets.
For example, results of simulation with N P ¼ 200 and t max ¼ 2000 parameters under di®erent values of crossover rate for the similarity measure (10) on DUC2005 data set are reported in Table 3 .
Note that in this section and further, in brackets will be denoted the measure, which used for computation the similarity between sentences.
Evaluation results
We compared our method on DUC2005 data set with the methods, namely: MCMR, 27 ILFP, 26 MMR, 22 iRANK, 36 Biased LexRank, 71 Qs-MRC, 72 SVR, 13 TranSumm, 33 QEA, 73 Content-term, 35 and TMR þ TF. 15 For evaluation of our SVM, 79 and CRF. 37 These methods have been chosen for comparison because they have achieved the best results on the DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets.
We¯rst run our method on the DUC2005 data set. Table 4 shows the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 values and rankings of each method over DUC2005 data set. The bold entries represent the best performing methods in terms of average ROUGE evaluation metrics. The number in parentheses in each table slot shows the ranking of each method on a speci¯c data set. As seen from this table the combined measures (cos þ overlap) and (Jaccard þ overlap) outperform the symmetric and asymmetric measures, cosine, Jaccard and overlap. We also note that the combined measure (cos þ overlap) shows the best performance than the measure (Jaccard þ overlap). From Table 4 we see that the performance of MR&MR-Sum is Table 4 . Evaluation of the methods on DUC2005. (15) better than that of other methods in terms of the results of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 metrics. We can note that among the other methods the worst result are shown by MMR, and the best performances are shown by the optimizationbased methods ILFP and MCMR.
We further compared our method with the methods on the DUC2007 data set. Table 5 reveals the summary results. We see that in terms of all ROUGE metrics, the method MR&MR-Sum(cos þ overlap) outperforms the other methods. In terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 metrics, the method MR&MR-Sum (cos þ overlap) achieves the best result, 0.4697, 0.1222 and 0.1793, respectively.
Note that, all of the results reported in Tables 4 and 5 are averaged over 40 runs. The optimal value of ¼ 0:6 for sim cos þoverlap and ¼ 0:7 for sim Jaccardþoverlap was empirically determined using the DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets, optimizing on ROUGE scores. The impact of weight variation, , is further studied (Sec. 6.7).
For better demonstration of the results, Figs. 1 and 2 visually illustrate the comparison. Notice that in these¯gures we subtracted the ROUGE values of the worst method MMR from all the methods and added 0.01 to them, thus the di®er-ence can be observed more clearly.
Comparison with DUC systems
We also compared our MR&MR-Sum(cos þ overlap) method with the DUCbest participant systems on both data sets. We selected the top¯ve DUC systems in 2005 and 2007, respectively. Tables 6 and 7 report the average ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores of a lead-based baseline provided by the DUC (labeled as \Baseline"), top-¯ve performing systems and MR&MR-Sum method. The ROUGE-1 scores are not o±cially released by DUC. In the tables, S15, S17 and S10, etc. are the system IDs of the top performing systems participated in DUC. In both the tables, scores are arranged in decreasing order of ROUGE-2. Baseline summaries were created automatically for each document set by taking all leading sentences from the most recent document until a word length of 250 was reached. In DUC2005, the proposed approach is able to outperform all the top performing systems and stands at¯rst position in ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 scores. In Maximum Relevance and Minimum Redundancy Document Summarization Model 381 DUC2007, we can see that our method stands at second position in ROUGE-2 score and stands at¯rst position in ROUGE-SU4 score. S15, which was positioned at the top in ROUGE-2 score in DUC2007, is state of the art systems. It should be noted that S15 uses about a hundred of manually handcrafted rules (which are language dependent) to reduce the sentences without losing much information. Even S29 uses certain sentence simpli¯cation heuristics. Although this technique increases the information content of the summary, this might a®ect the readability, because resulting sentences might be grammatically incorrect. Sentence simpli¯cation methods usually help in increasing ROUGE scores as we are removing unimportant words and hence making room for the informative ones. However, this is done at the cost of generating ungrammatical sentences that are di±cult to understand. However, our method does not use any sentence simpli¯cation methods and hence summaries generated by our system do not su®er from grammaticality issues. Moreover, our method is able to produce informative summaries, which are as good as the ones produced by state-of-the-art systems that are evident from ROUGE scores. These results suggest that the proposed approach is very competent.
Detailed comparison and analysis
MR&MR-Sum achieves signi¯cant improvement in comparison with the ROUGE values for other summarization systems. In order to show its improvements directly, we adopt the relative enhancement. The relative enhancement is calculated as ðb À aÞ Ã 100=a when b is compared to a. Tables 8 and 9 demonstrate the improvements of MR&MR-Sum(cos þ overlap) on all ROUGE scores. Tables 8 and 9 demonstrate the overall comparison results of the summarization systems. In these tables \ þ " means the result outperforms and \À" means the opposite. From Table 8 we see that performance comparison on DUC2005 with the . MR&MR-Sum(cos þ overlap) can achieve signi¯cant improvement in comparison with the ROUGE values for other methods. This is because in MR&MR-Sum model, the objective function contains both the sentence-document relation, from which we choose the sentences with the highest signi¯cant scores in each document set to form the summaries and the sentence-sentence relation, from which we can minimize the overlap information between the selected sentences. Since the summary is generated from both document side and the sentence side, the documentlevel and the sentence-level information will in°uence each other. Therefore, the sentences used for document summarization are not treated independently, as do many of the existing methods. . The MMR method has the worst performance. The MMR method has two important properties that highly in°uence the chosen sentences in the result set (summary) S. First, since the S is empty in the initial iteration, the sentence with the highest similarity in document is always included in S, regardless of the user-de¯ned parameter value, which a®ects the importance of relevancy and diversity of the results. Second, since the result is incrementally constructed by inserting a new sentence to previous results, the¯rst chosen sentence has a large in°uence in the quality of the¯nal summary S. Therefore, if the¯rst sentence is not chosen properly, then the result summary may have low quality in terms of relevance. Other main problem of the worst performance of MMR is that, it is nonoptimal because the decision is made based on the scores at the current iteration. . Proposed in recent years, the optimization-based MCMR and ILFP methods greatly improve the summarization results. . The PLSA-JS demonstrates the best performance among other nonoptimization methods. This is because,¯rst, it models topic distributions across documents taking information redundancy into account. Second, this model does not only pick sentences from topics with the highest likelihood in the training data but also computes a sentence's score based on a linear function of query-focused and thematic features. . The results of optimization-based MCMR and ILFP methods are better than the SVM, MMR, and Biased LexRank methods. It shows that the traditional selection methods in a cluster are not good enough and an optimization approach is a better choice. The ROUGE scores of MR&MR-Sum are higher than the DUCbest in DUC2005 and comparable to the DUCbest from DUC2007. Note that the good results of the DUCbest team come from the fact that they perform deeper natural language processing techniques to resolve pronouns and other anaphoric expressions, which we do not use for the data preprocessing.
The results con¯rm that our optimization-based summarizer performs well compared to the state-of-the-art systems competing in DUC.
Impact of weighting parameter¸on combined measures
In this section, we show the evaluation results of the combined similarity measures sim cos þoverlap and sim Jaccardþoverlap under the di®erent values of the parameter . In order to better understand the e®ects of weight variation on combined measures, we tried various weights where is set at a range from 0 to 1 with an equal step length 0.1. Note that we subtracted the ROUGE scores of the ¼ 0 from all the ROUGE scores in these¯gures, thus the di®erence can be observed more clearly. Figures 3  and 4 demonstrate the impact of the weighting parameter to performance of the measure sim cos þoverlap on DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets, respectively. Moreover, Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the impact of the weighting parameter to performance of the measure sim Jaccardþoverlap on DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets, respectively. As can be seen in Figs. 3À6 when varies between 0 and 1, better summarization performance were observed compared to ¼ 0 and ¼ 1. It means that use of weighted combination leads to better performance than cosine, Jaccard and overlap measures. We observe also that the cosine and Jaccard measures demonstrate better results than the overlap measure. From Figs. 3 and 4 , we observe that ¼ 0:6 is the optimal value on sim 80 to determine the signi¯cance of our results. The statistical signi¯cance test for independent samples has been conducted at the 5% signi¯cance level of the summarization results. Twelve groups, corresponding to the twelve methods: 1. MR&MR-Sum, 2. MCMR, 3. ILFP, 4. MMR, 5. iRANK, 6. Qs-MRC, 7. SVR, 8. TranSumm, 9. Biased LexRank, 10. QEA, 11. Content-term, and 12. TMR þ TF, have been created for DUC2005 data set. Thirteen groups, corresponding to thirteen methods have been created for DUC2007. Two groups are compared at a time, one group corresponding to MR&MR-Sum method and the other group corresponding to some other method considered in this paper. Each group consists of the ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-SU4 scores for the data sets produced by 40 consecutive runs of the corresponding method. To establish that the results of MR&MR-Sum is statistically signi¯cant, Table 10 reports the P-values produced by Wilcoxon's matched-pairs signed-rank test for comparison of two groups (one group corresponding to MR&MR-Sum and another group corresponding to some other algorithm) at a time. 81 As a null hypothesis, it is assumed that there are no signi¯cant di®erences between the median values of two groups, whereas, the alternative hypothesis is that there is a signi¯cant di®erence in the median values of the two groups. It is clear from Table 10 that P-values are much less than 0.05 (5% signi¯cance level). For example, the Wilcoxon's matched-pairs signed-rank test between the algorithms MR&MR-Sum and MCMR for DUC2005 (DUC2007) provides a P-value of 0.0041 (0.0028), 0.0003 (0.0017) and 0.0024 (0.0023) in terms of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 metrics, respectively, which are very small. This is a strong evidence against the null hypothesis, indicating that the better median values of the performance metrics produced by MR&MR-Sum is statistically signi¯cant and has not occurred by chance. Similar results are obtained for the DUC2007 data set and for all other methods compared to MR&MR-Sum method, establishing the signi¯cant superiority of the proposed technique. Based on the statistical results, we observe that MR&MR-Sum signi¯cantly outperforms the other baseline summarization methods.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have presented an approach to automatic document summarization. In proposed approach, text summarization is modeled as an integer-programming problem. This model generally attempts to optimize three properties, namely, (1) relevance: summary should contain informative textual units that are relevant to the user; (2) redundancy: summaries should not contain multiple textual units that convey the same information; and (3) length: summary is bounded in length. The approach proposed in this paper is applicable to both: single-and multi-document summarization tasks. In both tasks, the documents are split into sentences in preprocessing.
We select some salient sentences from document(s) to generate a summary. Finally, the summary is generated by threading all the selected sentences in the order that they appear in the original document(s). We implemented our model on multidocument summarization task. When comparing our methods to several existing summarization methods on an open DUC2005 and DUC2007 data sets, we found that our method improves the summarization results signi¯cantly. This is because, rst, when extracting summary sentences, this method not only focuses on the relevance scores of sentences to the whole sentence collection, but also the topic representative of sentences. Second, when generating a summary, this method also deals with the problem of repetition of information. The methods were evaluated using ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-SU4 metrics. In this paper, we also demonstrated that the summarization result depends on the similarity measure. Results of the experiment showed that combination of the symmetric and asymmetric similarity measures conduct to better result than their use separately.
In the future work, we plan to solve optimization problem with di®erent algorithms À À À particle swarm optimization, ant algorithms and DE algorithm with di®erent mutation strategies, and to compare their results.
